JUNE 25, 2018
FLORIMONT STUDENTS CONTRIBUTE TO 38TH SESSION OF UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL

IBJ and ACP hold landmark event at the UN in Geneva to advance access to justice

Over 60 total attendees participated in the joint event by IBJ and African, Caribbean and Pacific Group (ACP) on Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16, Advancing Access to Justice for All: Harnessing the Power of Youth and Technology. More than 30 students from Florimont, University of Geneva, and International School of Lausanne collaborated with ACP, ambassadors, public and private sector executives, and IBJ professionals to devise strategies for integrating technology into youth-focused access to justice initiatives.

As participants in four IBJ Roundtables, students assumed the role of government officials and other justice sector stakeholders around the world.

**Roundtable 1** discussed strategies for providing early access to counsel.

**Roundtable 2** analyzed methods for ending corruption within the criminal justice system.

**Roundtable 3** focused on building the capacity of defense lawyers by helping them use technology to provide sustainable legal services.

**Roundtable 4** addressed ways to harness the power of youth and technology to advance early access to justice.
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